ISAS Publications
EXAM COPY REQUEST FORM

The Institute for South Asia Studies is pleased to send a complimentary EXAM COPY of any of our titles that you are considering for adoption as a required text for classes that have an expected enrollment of at least 10 students. We reserve the right to limit the number of complimentary titles we send to a single instructor. Please note that we send the books by media mail, so allow up to 4 weeks for delivery. Thank you for considering adopting our book for your class.

TITLE and ISBN

INSTRUCTOR'S NAME and INSTITUTION

POSSIBLE COURSE TITLE

EXPECTED CLASS START DATE and ENROLLMENT

How did the requested title come to your attention?

Name of person requesting desk copy (if different from instructor)

PLEASE FILL OUT SHIP-TO ADDRESS

**Please note that CSAS holds the right to bill you for the exam copy unless the book is adapted by your institution. If the book is adapted, then your exam copy will be turned into a Desk Copy. However, if you decide not to adapt the book you must return it within 90 days from the request date.

FAX TO: (510) 643-5793   ATTN: EXAM COPY REQUEST

MAIL: Publications, Institute for South Asia Studies, 10 Stephens Hall, Berkeley, CA 94720-2310